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Our Experiences, Our Methods: Using Grounded Theory to Inform a Critical Race Theory Methodology

Maria C. Malagon, Lindsay Perez Huber, Veronica N. Velez
University of California, Los Angeles

I. INTRODUCTION

As critical race scholars in the field of education, we created this research note in response to our collective frustration with traditional, qualitative research methods to accurately understand and document the complex experiences of Students of Color, their families, and their communities. We experienced this frustration not only in searching for research on People of Color, often finding deficit explanations of their behavior and social circumstances, but also in looking for qualitative research methodologies that are critically sensitive in their abilities to situate lived experience within a broader sociopolitical frame—both in the final research product and throughout the entire research process. But addressing these shortcomings requires an initial exposure of the ideological premise and goals of the traditional qualitative research process that Linda Smith argues, “is deeply embedded in the multiple layers of imperial and colonial practices.” And, we argue, any endeavor to (re)construct a more critical approach within qualitative research requires an unwavering commitment to the pursuit of social justice as a guiding methodological principle.

Our struggles with using a Critical Race Theory (CRT) lens in qualitative research methodology prompted our participation in the Thirteenth Annual Latina/o Critical Race Theory (LatCrit) Conference in Seattle, Washington. At this conference, each of us described how we are building and extending from existing work in critical race methodologies by demonstrating how we used CRT, and by extension LatCrit, as a theoretical framework to guide
our work. This framework informs the research questions we ask, the methodologies we employ, and the ways we analyze data. Moreover, we argued that critical race research must always center on an anti-racist social justice agenda.

This article outlines our 2008 LatCrit Conference presentation, describing the evolution of a critical race-grounded methodology process. By working to situate grounded theory within a critical race framework, we strengthen the interdisciplinary, methodological toolbox for qualitative critical race research, which seeks to build theory from the lived experiences of the researchers’ informants and research collaborators. In addition, by aligning grounded theory with the goals of CRT, we deliberately attempt to employ grounded theory in the research process to directly challenge previous scholarship that has distorted and erased the experiences of students of color, their families, and their communities. In this sense, we argue that a critical race-grounded methodology process has the potential to be a tool for social change.

This research note begins with a discussion of how CRT can help challenge the apartheid of knowledge present in academic research and reveals the ways oppression manifests in the experiences of People of Color. In this context, we describe the importance of a CRT lens in qualitative research methodology. Next, we briefly describe grounded theory as a methodological approach, including the debates surrounding its traditional use, and argue that it affords several positive characteristics of interest to critical race research. We build from these connections, while simultaneously addressing several of the challenges in merging grounded theory with CRT, to introduce a critical race-grounded theory. Here, we describe how the process of “cultural intuition” is instrumental in engaging the multiple sources of knowledge a researcher brings to her work and which necessarily becomes part of the theory building that occurs in a critical race-grounded theory approach. By being more attuned to these sources of knowledge or forms of “cultural intuition,” a researcher is more
reflexive throughout the research process and is better able to “ground” her work in the life experiences of People of Color. Finally, we describe preliminary tenets, or elements, of a critical race-grounded theory process and suggest areas for future development of this approach.

II. CRITICAL RACE THEORY

CRT originated in the late 1970s from the work of lawyers, activists, and legal scholars as a new strategy for dealing with the emergence of a post-civil rights racial structure in the United States. This structure, they argued, was maintained by a colorblind ideology that hid and protected white privilege, while masking racism within the rhetoric of “meritocracy” and “fairness.” CRT emerged within this historical context as a framework aimed at undermining colorblind ideology through a deconstruction of its racist premise. CRT is deeply committed to a pursuit of social justice by affording its users a theoretical tool to eliminate racism as part of a broader effort to end subordination based on gender, class, sexual orientation, language, and national origin.

Today, CRT is utilized within different fields and draws from several disciplines, including civil rights, ethnic studies, and critical legal studies, to examine and transform the relationship among race, racism, and power. Some of the basic themes of CRT include the re-examination of history through the eyes and voices of People of Color and interest convergence, or the belief that racial reform only served to promote whites’ self-interest. It is characterized by several subdisciplines, including Latina/o Critical Race Theory (LatCrit), which employs CRT to examine the particular ways multiple forms of oppression intersect to shape the experiences of Latinas/os in the U.S.

As a related framework, LatCrit embraces the same purpose and traditions of CRT, but explores issues relevant to Latinas/os where CRT falls short as an analytical lens. Elizabeth Iglesias describes the main limitation of CRT as one of scope; namely, that CRT’s preoccupation with a
Black/White paradigm often narrows its ability to adequately answer questions about the role of race, racism, and other forms of oppression in the lives of Latinas/os, Asian Americans, and other Communities of Color.9 Thus, LatCrit, as a branch of CRT, has become an important theoretical lens that allows one to more fully examine how multiple forms of oppression based on immigration status, language, culture, ethnicity, and phenotype intersect to shape the experiences of Latinas/os.10

Within the field of education, CRT and LatCrit are being used to expose and challenge the ways racism can produce inequality both in and out of the classroom.11 CRT and LatCrit in education employ the following five tenets to frame its methodological use within research:12

1. **The intersectionality of race and racism with other forms of subordination.**13 CRT, as a theoretical lens, exposes the centrality of race and racism and the intersection of race and racism with other forms of subordination. In the research process, CRT does not simply treat race as a variable, but rather works to understand how race and racism intersect with gender, class, sexuality, language, etc. as structural and institutional factors that impact the everyday experiences of People of Color. CRT critically frames race in the research process by including methodologies that expose the structural and institutional ways race and racism influence the phenomena being investigated.

2. **The challenge to dominant ideology.**15 CRT is committed to challenging race-neutral dominant ideologies such as meritocracy and colorblindness that have contributed to deficit thinking16 about People of Color. CRT counters deficit thinking within the research process and requires critical race researchers to deeply analyze how their research instruments, many of which stem from positivist17 research approaches, may end up affirming the same dominant ideologies they strive to challenge in their work. CRT seeks to develop, create, and utilize research methodologies and tools that can adequately capture the lived experiences of communities.18
3. **The commitment to social justice.** CRT is committed to an anti-racist social justice agenda. It seeks to eliminate racism and other forms of subordination. Within the research process, the goal of CRT is to identify, analyze, and transform the structural aspects of education that maintain subordinate and racial positions in and out of the classroom. It also intentionally works to empower participants through the research process and requires researchers to reflect on how they employ methods as they enter and leave research sites, design interview protocols, and develop reciprocity with the communities that are a part of their research.

4. **The centrality of experiential knowledge.** CRT strongly believes that the lived experiences of People of Color are instrumental in helping us understand how, and to what extent, race and racism mediate everyday life. Connected to this, CRT believes that People of Color are creators of knowledge and have a deeply rooted sensibility to name racist injuries and identify their origins. Thus, in the CRT research process, there is an explicit attempt to employ methodologies that can center and capture the lived experiences of People of Color. There is also an attempt, where possible, to work jointly with informants and to collectively analyze data and build theory as collaborators in the research process.

5. **The transdisciplinary perspective.** CRT also utilizes the transdisciplinary knowledge and the methodological base of ethnic studies, women’s studies, sociology, history, and the law in constructing its theoretical premise. This is important to the research process because it offers the critical-race researcher an array of research methodologies to consider, especially those methodologies that have developed in an attempt to capture and understand the experiences of marginalized communities better than more traditional research methods.

Centering CRT within the research process transforms the types of questions we ask, the types of methodologies we employ, the way we analyze data, and most importantly, the very purpose of our research. We argue that the very act of centering CRT in the research process serves to
transform higher education by disrupting the dominant ideologies traditionally embedded in the knowledge production process. According to Dolores Delgado Bernal and Octavio Villalpando, academia has historically functioned from a Eurocentric, epistemological perspective that perpetuates dominant ideologies.26 This has resulted in an “apartheid of knowledge,” where only certain types of knowledge and knowledge production are validated in higher education in the U.S., thus serving to marginalize, distort, and erase the experiences of People of Color, particularly as sources of knowledge.27

As an example of this concept, Richard Delgado showed how an entire academic field became defined by a dominant epistemological perspective by Scholars of Color in civil rights law scholarship.28 Delgado found that among leading civil rights law reviews, most articles were authored by white male legal scholars who cited works of other white male scholars. Thus, most of the leading civil rights law scholarship became dominated by an elite group of white male legal scholars. Delgado named this process “imperial scholarship,” where a single perspective can define an entire field.29 In the case of civil rights law, and arguably in many other academic fields, this is an elite White male perspective. Delgado argued that imperial scholarship in the academy can be dangerous, creating limited discourses, ideologies, and perspectives that justify and maintain white superiority.30 Recognizing how the apartheid of knowledge is constructed and perpetuated in academic research through imperial scholarship, the need for scholarship drawing from nontraditional sources of knowledge becomes clear. Scholarship that has been devalued and marginalized in traditional academic scholarship draws from epistemological, methodological, and theoretical perspectives that honor sources of knowledge existing outside of the academy and within communities of color.

CRT functions to deconstruct the narrowly-defined knowledge production process that has traditionally existed in higher education and provides researchers the opportunity to carve out a space in academia to
engage in research that honors and learns from sources of knowledge outside the Eurocentricity of the academy.

III. GROUNDED THEORY

In this section, we argue that a grounded theory approach offers many characteristics that support CRT research methodology. The methodological strategy of grounded theory has significantly impacted qualitative research by contributing to a number of theoretical shifts for over thirty years. In particular, feminist scholars in the field of nursing have applied grounded theory to their research and noted that, despite meeting certain tensions, grounded theory contains epistemological congruencies that can inform feminist inquiry. Grounded theory was not developed as a methodology for collecting knowledge and building theory from the lived experiences of People of Color. However, we argue that, when used in partnership with a critical race framework, the researcher can utilize grounded methodology to interpret the perspectives and voices of the narratives that remain unacknowledged, invalidated, and distorted in social science research.

We begin by providing an overview of grounded theory and then acknowledge the theoretical debates surrounding this methodology as it pertains to our epistemological standpoint. After addressing these challenges and limitations, we modify the definition of grounded theory to be more compatible with an anti-racist, social justice framework. We conclude by proposing a combined critical race-grounded theory methodology as a strategy that can help inform, reveal, and better understand the experiences of People of Color.

A. Background

Grounded theory is primarily a methodological strategy developed by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss to generate theory from real life experience. It is important to understand the work of Glaser and Strauss within the academic climate that invalidated the use of qualitative research
as a rigorous methodology in the social sciences. Glaser and Strauss challenged positivist conceptions of the scientific method, which reigned as the only valid approach to conducting social science research until the middle of the last century. The belief that positivist methods were unbiased rejected other possible ways of generating knowledge. We argue that this use of positivism has contributed to the apartheid of knowledge because it strives for a universal science of society, rooted in Western/Eurocentric epistemology. As CRT scholars, we strive to deconstruct and expose the research paradigms that ignore the role of the observer in the construction of social reality and thereby fail to consider the historical and social conditions that distort and ignore the experiences of People of Color.

In their groundbreaking book, *The Discovery of Grounded Theory*, Glaser and Strauss challenged deductive approaches that emphasized the overreliance on “great-man” theories that dominated sociology departments. Their work attempted to “strengthen the mandate for generating theory, to help provide a defense against doctrinaire approaches to verification.” The work also set out to “help students to defend themselves against verifiers who would teach them to deny the validity of their own scientific knowledge.” Additionally, Glaser and Strauss challenged the notion that qualitative methods only served as a precursor to test research instruments prior to conducting more “rigorous” quantitative methods. This prior assumption—that qualitative methods could not generate theory—maintained an arbitrary division between theory and research that separated data collection from the analysis phase of the research process.

Similarly, our goals as CRT scholars parallel those of Glaser and Strauss in that our objectives seek to better illuminate and understand the lived experiences of our research participants through a reflexive research process. Our point of departure as CRT scholars is the normative concern with the status of People of Color. Dominant research paradigms that inform and design methodological processes help to (re)produce the
domination of People of Color. CRT researchers must reveal these processes and develop strategies of inquiry that facilitate the transformation of those relations.

A grounded theory methodology provides a systematic, yet flexible approach to the development of theories grounded in data rather than deducing testable hypotheses from existing theories.38

Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin define grounded theory in this way:

A grounded theory is one that is inductively derived from the study of the phenomenon it represents. That is, it is discovered, developed, and provisionally verified through systematic data collection and analysis of data pertaining to that phenomenon. Therefore, data collection, analysis, and theory stand in reciprocal relationship with each other. One does not begin with a theory, then prove it. Rather, one begins with an area of study and what is relevant to that area is allowed to emerge.39

In grounded theory, researchers seek multiple and diverse perspectives to illuminate the theoretical properties of emerging concepts in a given study. Several defining components of grounded theory support an approach that informs a CRT methodology.40

One of these components is the constant comparative method, allowing the researcher to make comparisons during each stage of analysis. This method involves simultaneous engagement of data collection and analysis.41 Constructing analytic codes and categories from data advances theory development during each step of the process.42 Memo writing further elaborates categories, which helps to specify their properties, define relationships between categories, and identify potential gaps.43

Another component of grounded theory that is attractive to the CRT researcher is sampling aimed at theory construction, instead of population representativeness. Because CRT is committed to illuminating the experiences of those who are marginalized, there is less concern with both the external validity required by traditional research methodologies and the ability to generalize the study’s findings beyond the immediate study.44
B. Using CRT to Inform a Grounded Theory Methodology

Given our purpose, a detailed discussion of the methodological process of grounded theory is beyond the scope of this article. However, in building a critical race-grounded methodology, we address several concerns regarding the use of a grounded theory approach in critical race research. First, we discuss our concerns with grounded theory’s inductive approach, which seeks to build theory from units of data themselves. While we agree that building theory from data is a critical element of the methodological process, we recommend considering the larger structural, personal, and interpersonal processes that shape our data—what some scholars are calling an abductive approach. Second, we situate ourselves in an on-going debate about the use of prior theory, which further challenges grounded theory’s inductive approach. These conversations allow for a more reflexive and emancipatory research strategy, which is a central goal in our scholarship.

1. Inductive Versus Abductive Approaches

Kaysi E. Kushner and Raymond Morrow argue that we should more accurately frame grounded theory as an abductive approach, rather than an inductive approach, because the abductive “is more willing to decontextualize lay accounts for the purposes of stronger notions of explanation.” An abductive approach, as Kathy Charmaz explains, begins by examining and scrutinizing the data and considering all possible theoretical explanations for the phenomenon being studied. Next, a hypothesis is formulated for each possible explanation and checked empirically by re-examining the data and pursuing the most plausible explanation. Reframing grounded theory as an abductive approach allows researchers to consider how larger structural phenomena shape the data itself, informing a CRT methodology where one can be more open to introducing broader theoretical questions.

Adopting this abductive approach, we also consider how a CRT framework exposes larger structural relations of power that shape social
phenomena. To better explain why we advocate for using CRT as a theoretical position in a grounded methodology, we feel we must briefly address a long-standing debate within grounded theory scholarship.

Glaser advises scholars to approach research with as few predetermined expectations as possible in order to promote theoretical sensitivity and openness to the data-guided emerging theory. Glaser felt that coming into the research process with predetermined expectations, such as specific theoretical positions, could cloud theories that emerged from the data itself. Strauss and Glaser were criticized for their limited theoretical positioning of grounded theory. Later, Strauss and Corbin acknowledged the importance of theory elaboration. They drew upon other theoretical perspectives to address the theoretical limitations because the researcher ensured that theoretical interpretations were continuously grounded in, and not imposed on, the data. Strauss and Corbin acknowledged that the researchers’ prior knowledge, experiences, and perspectives are influential and potentially useful components of data. This is attractive to CRT researchers as we focus on settings and social relationships that have not previously been the explicit foci of attention.

Even as Glaser urged theorists to avoid forcing data to fit their theoretical perspectives, we argue that a prior theoretical framework like CRT is necessary to emancipatory theory building. A CRT framework may influence what is observed, how discussion topics arise, and so forth, but the emerging theory is driven by the data, not by a theoretical framework. Accordingly, as anti-racist, social justice scholars, we use the synergy between CRT and grounded theory in our research as we connect everyday life experiences of People of Color to systemic processes of oppression.

IV. TOWARD A CRITICAL RACE-GROUNDED METHODOLOGY

Grounded theory methodology does not offer any specific guidelines with respect to research priorities, theoretical presumptions, or normative standpoints. Grounded theory may allow, but does not compel, researchers
to consider the influence of structural processes of domination. We strongly agree with Glaser and Strauss’s central argument that theory is a constantly evolving process. They state, “theory as process, we believe, renders quite well the reality of social interaction and its structural context.” Here, Glaser and Strauss clearly advocate for the consideration of both social and structural processes that shape the social phenomena we explore in our research. Using a CRT lens helps move toward this goal, as we move our scholarship forward in a social context where racism maintains permanence and expose the many ways that racism manifests in the daily experiences of People of Color.

Since we have addressed some of our epistemological concerns about utilizing this methodological strategy, we move toward a definition that can further inform our research goals as critical race researchers.

A critical race-grounded methodology draws from multiple disciplines to challenge white supremacy, which shapes the way research specifically, and society generally, understands the experiences, conditions, and outcomes of People of Color. It allows CRT scholars to move toward a form of data collection and analysis that builds from the knowledge of Communities of Color to reveal the ways race, class, gender, and other forms of oppression interact to mediate the experiences and realities of those affected by such oppression.

Drawing from various sources of knowledge, this methodological approach poses systematic, yet flexible, guidelines for collecting and analyzing qualitative data to construct theories “grounded” in the data itself. Our data analysis generates the concepts we construct in order to further our commitment to deconstructing oppressive conditions and empowering Communities of Color.

A primary concern for us as CRT researchers is how to move our scholarship closer toward the goal of social justice. Guiding the academic research process, the “apartheid of knowledge” perpetuates dominant ideologies rooted in white superiority. However, we theoretically position
ourselves in an effort to disrupt the Eurocentric epistemologies that have distorted and erased the experiences of People of Color. In articulating a critical race-grounded methodology, we ask how we can make research tools work for us; if necessary, how we redefine them; and how we use them unapologetically. Moreover, we ask how our methodologies challenge the apartheid of knowledge in an effort to counter the processes that function to subjugate communities of color. Our research design begins with framing our research problem and designing our research questions. While there are many approaches researchers can take, we briefly discuss our epistemological stance—a Chicana feminist epistemology—and specifically, how we can utilize our own cultural intuition in a critical race-grounded theory methodology.

A. Chicana Feminist Epistemological Standpoint and Cultural Intuition

Delgado Bernal explains how a Chicana feminist epistemological orientation allows for Chicana researchers to bring multiple sources of knowledge to the research process through “cultural intuition.” According to Delgado Bernal, there are four sources of cultural intuition we draw upon during the research process. The first source is the personal experience of the researcher. The researcher’s background and personal history shape how she makes sense of the events and circumstances during the research process, leading to a better understanding and interpretation of the data. The second source of intuition draws from our academic experiences, specifically, how we make sense of related literature on our research topic. The third source originates from our professional experiences which provide us with significant insight into the research process. The final source of cultural intuition lies in the analytical research process itself to bring meaning to our data and larger study. This source of cultural intuition acknowledges that there are multiple ways our experiences inform the ways we approach, collect, interpret, and analyze data.
As CRT scholars, we build from these four sources and argue that our cultural intuition informs not only data collection and analysis, but also the entire research process itself—from the questions we ask and the methodologies we employ, to the ways we articulate our findings in the writing process. The four sources of cultural intuition are not static categories. We agree with Delgado Bernal in describing cultural intuition as, “a complex process that is experiential, intuitive, historical, personal, collective and dynamic.” Framing our research problem and articulating our research questions begins from our experiential knowledge and includes a relatively simultaneous critique of literature. A critical race-grounded methodology affords us the ability to draw from our cultural intuition to explore the themes that derive from our data by engaging in a reflexive research process that allows for a reframing of the research problem and the questions we ask.

Drawing from our cultural intuition, a critical race-grounded methodology includes a social justice research design that calls for a thoughtful and respectful process of how to engage our participants. We must be reflective of how we employ our methods including how we enter and leave research sites, design interview protocols, and think about reciprocity.

In the previous section, we discussed what grounded theory methodology provides to critical race researchers—a systematic yet flexible qualitative approach that facilitates theory development grounded in the data itself. In the next section, we describe how specific grounded theory strategies can be used in a critical race-grounded methodology approach that informs not only the outcomes of the research project, but also interrogates the very research process itself, allowing us to consider how our approach influences the data collection and analysis processes.
B. Elements of Critical Race-Grounded Methodology

In this section, we identify three grounded theory strategies that inform a critical race-grounded methodology. As Tara J. Yosso suggests, CRT methodology must illuminate the patterns of racialized inequality by recounting experiences of racism, both individual and shared, in order to reveal multiple perspectives that have long been silenced.57 Here, we identify the importance of theoretical sampling, the use of a conditional matrix, and data collaboration, which provide opportunities to discover knowledge about how a particular event or experience is both specific to, and representative of, a larger phenomenon.

1. Theoretical Sampling

When employing theoretical sampling, the researcher “seeks people, events, or information to illuminate and define the boundaries and relevance of the categories.”58 This strategy departs from the sampling of either randomly selected populations or representative distributions of a particular population. Our cultural intuition allows us to engage in a sampling strategy that seeks to develop properties from the developing categories or theory within a given study. This strategy allows us to reach theoretical saturation, which is the point at which gathering more data about a theoretical category reveals no new properties nor requires any further theoretical inquiries about the emerging theory.59

2. Conditional Matrix

Since CRT scholarship seeks to uncover the relationship between agency, structure, and critique, we can draw from strategies such as the use of a conditional matrix.60 A conditional matrix is utilized as a coding device that shows the intersections of micro and macro conditions with actions and clarifies the connections between them.61 Strauss and Corbin introduce this matrix as a visual representation that maps conditions, contexts, and consequences of how the observed element is connected and interacting
beyond micro-social structures. The conditional matrix aids researchers in making theoretical sampling decisions. Guided by a critical race framework, a conditional matrix can get at larger social structural factors that have impact at the micro-level and beyond.

3. Collaboration

Another critical element of a critical race-grounded methodology is the inclusion of research participants in data analysis for co-construction of knowledge. In her work on cultural intuition, Delgado Bernal emphasizes the inclusion of participants in the data analysis process. She argues that developing a collaborative relationship with research participants achieves several goals. First, data collaboration deconstructs traditional “researcher-subject” roles in academic research, recognizing the value of research participants’ knowledge and creating a more lateral relationship in place of a hierarchical relationship. Second, including participants in data analysis provides them with a role in communicating how their experiences and stories are portrayed in a given research project. This strategy compliments the tenets of CRT, as we are not only committed to theory development, but also to making knowledge accessible to those best able to use it toward an emancipatory goal of social justice.

V. CONCLUSION: BUILDING A CRITICAL RACE-GROUNDED METHODOLOGY

Critical Race Theory has contributed to knowledge generation by providing a framework that privileges the voices of People of Color. While we advocate for the development of a critical race-grounded methodological approach, more work must be done to further develop and inform this strategy. We hope to further elaborate the processes involved in developing this approach through our future work. This includes further discussions on coding, memo-writing, collaborative data collection and analysis, theoretical sampling and saturation, and writing the first draft.
While we have briefly discussed some specific research strategies that we feel contribute to the development of a critical race-grounded methodology, we hope that we can engage in continued conversations as a CRT community of scholars in order to build emancipatory research strategies. CRT scholarship must not only direct energy to substantive knowledge generation but must also reveal how an anti-oppressive research process can aid in achieving our central goals for racial and social justice.
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